Why study a foreign language?

6 Reasons Why Everyone Should Learn Spanish

America’s languages: Investing in language education for the 21st century

Americans, Want to Earn More Cash? Freshen Your Foreign Language Skills from High School

Applying to College? Make Sure You Have Options to Study Languages

The Benefits of Speaking More Than One Language

Five Reasons Why Knowing a Foreign Language Will Help Your Career

French language is on the up, report reveals

A Great Engineer Needs the Liberal Arts

The Health Benefits of Bilingualism

Learning a language has a lot of benefits, including making you more tolerant

Liberal Arts is the Foundation for Professional Success in the 21st Century

My BA in French made me the Tech CEO I am today

Tech Companies Hire More Liberal Arts Majors

These are the most powerful languages in the world

Want To Know the Language of The Future? The Data Suggests It Could Be… French.